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	Use the solutions provided in this book to handle common challenges in Xamarin.Forms that are encountered on a daily basis. Working examples and techniques are presented that you can modify and drop directly into your own projects. You will be able to deliver working code faster than ever. Examples are made available through GitHub, maximizing the convenience and value this book provides to Xamarin.Forms developers. 

	

	Solutions in the book are organized broadly into problem domains such as user interface for applications, data and security, connectivity and external services, and more. Within each domain the book presents specific solutions addressing challenges that are commonly faced. Under data and security, for example, you’ll find specific solutions around storing login credentials, local data caching, and sending authorization tokens in HTTP requests. 

	

	
		Not only do the solutions in the book solve specific problems, they also present best practices that can inform and improve the quality of the code that you write. Xamarin.Forms Solutions is chock full of practical advice and code examples that no Xamarin.Forms programmer will want to be without. The basics of Xamarin.Forms are provided for beginning developers.

	

	
		What You'll Learn

	
			
				Know the in-depth basics of Xamarin.Forms and the inner workings
	
				Create custom renderers and dependency services
	
				Manage the appearance of user interfaces through styling and theming, layout options, rotation, and animation
	
				Build sophisticated user interfaces using a variety of controls that allow for PDF viewing, barcode interpretation, searching and finding, and other controls
	
				Secure your applications, and communicate securely with services via HTTP requests
	
				Sign and deploy your apps and optimize the binary file size


	

	
		Who This Book Is For

	

	
		Those building mobile applications on the Xamarin platform for iOS and Android. By mixing together the solutions and a thorough explanation of the basics of Xamarin.Forms, the book spans the needs of beginning through intermediate Xamarin.Forms developers. Even experts will find a few gems to improve the quality and speed of their application development work. 
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Drupal Search Engine OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2012


	Drupal is one of the most popular web content management systems. It powers a

	number of today's websites and is a solid choice for many businesses that want to

	create a compelling online presence. On today's Web, when noise and competition

	are at their highest levels ever, simply having a great site isn't enough. If you...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Outlook 11 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Outlook 11 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Outlook. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour lessons. After completing...
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BlackBerry Enterprise Server 5 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	BlackBerry Enterprise Server is a platform that extends corporate messaging and collaboration services to BlackBerry devices. It supports management and administration of devices, and also supports deployment of third-party applications on the BlackBerry device platform. The basics of installing BlackBerry Enterprise Server are familiar for...
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Documentary in the Digital AgeFocal Press, 2005
If you want to learn from the leading lights of today's revolution in documentary filmmaking Maxine Baker has written the guide you need to own. You'll discover the many different and innovative approaches to documentary form and style arising from the use of innovative new technology.  A tribute to the mavericks of creativity, inside you will find...
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Managing Mission-Critical Domains and DNSO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Manage your organization’s naming architecture effectively, from the administrative/policy side right through to the technical DNS and nameserver implementations. This practical book takes you through the basics—the anatomies of domain names and DNS requests—and covers DNS and domain issues from a variety of...
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Software Applications: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications (Premier Refence Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Numerous technological advancements have overwhelmingly redesigned and improved countless aspects of computer software applications, creating tools and functions that greatly benefit its users.
Software Applications: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications contains an impressive collection of over 300 authoritative...
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